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The effect of strongly linear few-nucleon binding energy correlations under

variation of the potential originally established by Tjon in the four-nucleon
1 2

case has been found by the authors also in the three-nucleon case. In a first

theoretical analysis we studied the effect under variation of the coupling

parameter of the two-body interaction. In one approach using separable approxi-

mated Alt-Grassberger-Sandhas equations we derived the desired result from

weakly energy-dependent three-body form factors. In a second approach we

started from Lippmann-Schwinger-type equations and found for a separable two-

body potential that a short range of the free propagator at E = E, compared with
d

the long range of the two-body form factor gives in zero order the result E_ =
const. E,. We call this condition, which holds for realistic choices of parame-

d

ters, the range ratio condition.

In this note we want to give the following extensions:

i) Concerning the first approach, one can show that the range ratio con-

dition yields a weak energy dependence for the kernels of the separable approxi-

mated AGS equations. That gives rise to weakly energy dependent three-body form

factors, thus unifying our two approaches.

ii) In the zero order the range ratio Y was set to 0 and the result was

\E I = —2"|E, | with a constant and in the order of magnitude of 1. One can im-

prove this in a first-order correction which takes into account y « 1 but

Y ^ o, yielding
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that means the first-order correction ET is not independent of |E | but small

compared with the zero order result E,
0

•r
Furthermore one finds that the greater

1
the range of the form factor, the smaller is E_. That can be confirmed from

comparison of Yamaguchi and Gauss form factors.

The Gauss form factor has an effective range 0_ determined from the
Gauss

f allof f behavior in the region p < */|E_|. The result is L > Bv ...
a r -yi T, Gauss YamaguchiThus one concludes E., < E: which is in agreement in the t-d case

Gauss Yamaguchi
(Fig. 1) and also in the a-t case (Fig. 2).

iii) We can show that our previous results can be generalized to the class of

non-separable two-body potentials V(p',p) which vary little within the range

p' <^|(ET), p <^/|ET| and fall off smoothly.
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-Fig. 1. Correlation between deuteron and
triton binding energy for Yamaguchi O and
Gauss A potential.
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Fig. 2. Tjon plot for Yamaguchi in-
put — + — + and Gauss input a D
compared with results of Ref. 1 —•—•
as of Ref. 3 a , Ref. 4 8 , Ref. 5 0
and Ref. 6» ; * gives the experiment.


